CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

MINUTES
October 25, 1994

PRESENT: D. Blot, S. Clarka, F. Francabonada, A. Galub, A. Glasser, D. Gansher, A. Fuller,
M. Kanuck, E. Kissel, L. Lawton, R. Leinaeng, J. Moghaddasi, A. Paulley, R. Quinn,
Guests: A. Cancott, M. Gillespie, C. Honda, M. Makonedia

1. Chairman James Ryan called the meeting to order at 2:38 P.M.

11. The minutes of October 11, 1994 were approved unanimously with the following correction.
   Page 6, item V(a) - line 4, substitute AAS degree for typographical error.

111. ANNOUNCEMENTS

   Mr. Glasser noted that the new registration system which will be implemented in the spring
   will not check for prerequisites at this time. Additional information and consultations are
   needed before implementation can take place.

IV. OLD BUSINESS

a. Professor Gillespie responded to questions raised at the last meeting in reference to the
   proposed dual/joint degree program with Lehman College. The program will lead to a AAS
   degree in Education at BCC with continuation towards a BA or BS degree at Lehman with a
   minor in Elementary and Early Childhood Education. Additional discussion followed in
   reference to various aspects of the program. Action on this proposal is possible at the
   next meeting.

b. In regard to the matter of curricular options offered at BCC, but not registered with the
   State Education Department, Dean Fuller reported that no action should be taken at this
   LaGuardia Community College will note how it proposes to resolve a similar problem. It
   is hoped that at that time all possible options can be reviewed by BCC and action subsequently
   taken. Dean Fuller noted that we have until December 15, 1994 to respond to this
   matter.

V. The meeting adjourned at 3:25 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael J. Kanuck
Secretary Prov Tool
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